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Reduce unplanned downtime
and maximize OEE with Senseye:
The leading, scalable industrial
predictive maintenance product

Downtime

24% of total manufacturing cost attributed to 		
downtime

Senseye

90% amount of maintenance work categorized as		
‘crisis work’ to fix breakdowns

Senseye is the only solution that offers scalable
predictive maintenance. It uses unique and proprietary
machine learning to perform condition monitoring and
prognostics analysis, without requiring deep pockets or
a team of expert data analysts.

300% amount by which Total Downtime Cost is 		
usually underestimated
$3.5m cost per hour of downtime in automotive 		
manufacturing

SENSEYE WILL HELP YOU TO:

Reduce

the need for manual
inspections and spares
inventory

UK +44 (0) 845 838 8615

Detect

abnormalities and
understand machine
Remaining Useful Life

USA +1 415 523-0447

Operate

a successful predictive
maintenance program

hello@senseye.io

senseye.io

THE FIGURES

85%

50%

55%

40%

Improvement in downtime
forecasting accuracy

Reduction in unplanned
machine downtime

Increase in maintenance
staff productivity

Reduction in
maintenance costs

Senseye integrates seamlessly with your existing
infrastructure investments, using data captured
by your factory historian or IoT middleware to
understand the future health of your machinery.
The process is entirely automated, so there is no
need for extensive condition monitoring or

knowledge to get it up and running. By collecting key
data such as abnormal vibrations, current or pressure
and temperature fluctuations, the system generates
machine behavior models automatically, which
can then be used in your on-going predictive
maintenance efforts.

UNIQUE BENEFITS
SCALABILITY
From one machine to thousands,
Senseye delivers truly scalable
predictive maintenance to ensure that
your maintenance strategy can cover
all of the assets that you can depend
upon. Senseye is machine agnostic,
covering all of your machines, not just
those that are critical or of high value.

COST EFFECTIVE
Senseye is sold as Software as a
Service (SaaS), with a scalable pricing
model and a Return on Investment
(ROI) of typically less than 3 months.

TIME TO VALUE
Senseye requires no customization
or extensive setup by expensive
consultants. With a supported data
connection, deployment is nearinstant and actionable results to be
delivered within 14 days.

SPECIALISTS NOT REQUIRED
Senseye is Operations Technology
(OT), designed to automate the
analysis of detection, diagnostics
and prognostics to give accurate and
useful machine health insights for the
team on the shop floor.

SECURE WITH SENSEYE
Senseye takes data security seriously and
uses similar methods as modern banking
systems (TLS 1.2 - AES 256) throughout.
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